We extend the isotonic analysis for the Wicksell's problem to estimate a regression function, which is motivated by the problem of estimating dark matter distribution in Astronomy. The main result is a version of the Kiefer-Wolfowitz theorem comparing the empirical distribution to its least concave majorant, but with a convergence rate n −1 log n faster than n −2/3 log n. The main result is useful in obtaining asymptotic distributions for estimators, such as isotonic and smooth estimators.
Introduction
Our starting point is Groeneboom and Jongbloed's [5] analysis of Wicksell's [12] "Corpuscle Problem", in anatomy: Given cross sections of a large number of corpuscles of different sizes, the distribution of radii of corpuscles was to be estimated. Assuming corpuscles were spherical, the relation between the distribution of the corpuscles radii and the distribution of the observable circular sections was derived. Wicksell approximated the density of spherical radii by a step function and then used the distributional relationship between spherical radii and circular radii to estimate the distribution of spherical radii. Groeneboom and Jongbloed [5] showed how isotonic techniques can be used in Wicksell's problem.
They related the distribution of spherical radii to a non-increasing function that could be estimated unbiasedly. The unbiased estimate was not monotone, however, and they showed how it could be improved by imposing the shape restriction.
Here we extend the isotonic analysis to estimate a regression function. The extension is motivated by the problem of estimating the velocity dispersions in Astronomy which, in turn, is motivated by the problem of estimating the distribution of dark matter, as explained in Wang et al. [11] . Let X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) and V = (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 ) denote the 3-dimensional position and velocity of a star and suppose that the distribution of X and V has a density that depends only on the Euclidean norms ||x|| and ||v||. We cannot observe a sample of 3-dimensional star positions and velocities directly. What we can observe is the projected stellar positions and the line-of-sight of velocity components. With a proper choice of coordinates these become a sample of (X 1 , X 2 , V 3 ). An important quantity to estimate is the velocity dispersion, E(||V || 2 |R = r), where
where φ(r) = v 2 3 f r,v (r, v)dv, f r (x) is the density of R, and f r,v (r, v) is the joint density of R and V . We focus on estimating the function φ in (1) . The function f r can be estimated similarly (and was in [5] ). Moreover, since positions are easier to measure than velocities, there may be additional information for estimating f r , as in [7] .
Our main result is a version of the Kiefer-Wolfowitz theorem [8] comparing the empirical distribution function to its least concave majorant, but with a faster rate of convergence. In the next section, we relate φ to the derivative of a non-decreasing concave function U that can be estimated unbiasedly by a non-decreasing, but non-concave function U # n . Letting U n be the least concave majorant of U # n , we show that (under appropriate conditions)
In fact, a more general result is obtained, and the result is new even when specialized to the context of [5] .
2
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish the notation for several estimators and state the main result. The main result is useful in obtaining asymptotic distributions for estimators. Two such applications are presented in Section 3. An example with simulated data is presented in Section 4. Proofs are presented in Sections 5 -8. Our study of Wicksell's problem follows Groeneboom and Jongbloed [5] . There are several other approaches to study Wicksell's problem in the literature. These include Hall and Smith's kernel method [6] , Antoniadis, Fan and Gijbels's wavelet analysis [1] , Gobubev and Levit's asymptotically efficient estimation [4] .
The Main Results
Let X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) be a random vector and Z a non-negative random variable. We suppose throughout that the joint distribution of X and Z is invariant under orthogonal transformations of X and also that X and Z have a joint density with respect to a product measure λ 3 × ν, where λ 3 is three-dimensional Lebesgue measure and ν is a sigma finite measure on the Borel sets of [0, ∞). For example, if X is position and Z = V 
where
and ρ is a non-negative measurable function on [0, ∞) 2 . Then,
ρ(r, z)ν{dz} defines a marginal density for X. Interests centers on estimating E(Z|X = x) from an observed sample of (X 1 , X 2 , Z).
It is convenient to work with squared radii, X = X , as in [5] . Let f and g denote the densities of the pairs (X, Z) and (Y, Z) with respect to λ × ν, where λ is one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Thus f (x, z) = 2π √ xρ( √ x, z), and
We focus attention on estimating ϕ. Estimating ρ( √ x) is then a special case with Z ≡ 1.
Let
Then ϕ and ψ are related by
The transformation (4) can be inverted. Let
Then
by reversing the orders of the integration in (5) and recognizing a Beta integral. It follows that ϕ(x) = −Ψ ′ (x)/π 2 , so that estimation of the ϕ may proceed by estimating Ψ and its derivative. Observe that, from Equation (6) and assumption that Z is non-negative, Ψ is a non-increasing function.
Suppose now that there is a sample (
4 Then Ψ # n (y) is an unbiased estimator of Ψ(y) for each y, but is not monotone when viewed as a function of y: Ψ # n has an infinite jump at each observation Y i , as indicated imperfectly in Figure 2 . We call Ψ # n naive estimator. This naive estimator can be improved by imposing the shape restriction. If Ψ # n were square integrable, this could be accomplished by minimizing the integral of (W − Ψ # n )
2 over non-increasing functions W , or equivalently,
The function Ψ # n is not square integrable, but it is integrable, so that (8) is well defined. Let Ψ n be the non-increasing function W that minimizes (8) . Existence and Uniqueness can be shown along the lines of Theorem 1.2.1 of Robertson, Wright and Dykstra [9] replacing the sums by integrals.
To describeΨ n in more detail, let
where z + = max[0, z]; and let
Then U is a non-decreasing, concave function; U # n a non-decreasing one; and Ψ # n is the derivative of U # n , at least almost everywhere. LetŨ n be the least concave majorant of U # n . ThenΨ n is the right derivative ofŨ n . Letting
the main results of the paper are: 
Then 
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are presented in Sections 6 and 7.
3 Applications
Estimating Ψ. From Theorem 2.1Ũ n and U # n are asymptotically equivalent. The following two theorems show that the derivatives Ψ # n andΨ n are not. Let
In the special case that Z ≡ 1, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are special cases of Theorems 2 and 5 in Groeneboom and Jongbloed [5] . We provide a different proof for Theorem 3.2 using Theorem 2.2 in Section 8.
and Ψ n (t) =Ψ n (0) for t ≤ 0. Then, we may obtain smooth estimator of Ψ by using the kernel method
6 where K is a kernel and b is a bandwidth. Due to the irregular behavior Ψ # n , Ψ n,s is not a nonincreasing function. If we replace the naive estimator by isotonized estimatorΨ n in Equation (15), we can obtain a smooth and non-increasing estimator of Ψ,
Differentiating (15) and (16) 
Hall and Smith [6] studied Ψ ′ n,s for the density estimation problem (Z ≡ 1). They showed that the optimal order for the bandwidth is n −1/6 under broad conditions that also imply that n 1/6 [Ψ If Z is bounded, ϕ is positive and continuous at 0 < x < ∞, b = b n → 0, and nb → ∞,
Proof. Since ϕ is positive and continuous at x, there are t 0 < x < t 1 for which (12) 
Simulations
To illustrate the nature of the estimators, we use a simulated sample from Plummer's distribution, [2] , p. 205. In Plummer's distribution, the joint density of X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) A sample of 1500 (Y, V 3 ) pairs, simulated from the above distributions with β = 200, is shown in Figure 1 . The naive estimator Ψ # n may be computed from these data using Equation (7) . This function is shown in Figure 2 along with the improved estimatorΨ n and kernel estimatorΨ n,s . As expected that Ψ # n is a highly irregular function andΨ n is a decreasing step function. EstimatorΨ n,s is a smooth function. Figure 3 
Localization Lemmas
A question that arises in the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is the relation between the least concave majorant of a restricted function and the restriction of the least concave majorant.
This question is of some independent technical interest. 
for t ≤ a and t ≥ a ′ ; and let
′ , where 0 < ǫ < 1. Then g is concave on [0, ∞) for any 0 < ǫ < 1, and g(t) ≤f(t) for all t with strict inequality if t = c. If f (t) <f(t) for a ≤ t ≤ a ′ , then there is an ǫ > 0 for which f (t) < g(t) for a ≤ t ≤ a ′ , and this would contradict the definition of f .
Lemma 5.2. Let f be a bounded function on [0, ∞) and letf be its least concave majorant.
Further, let 0 ≤ z 0 ≤ x 0 ≤ t 0 < t 1 < x 1 < z 1 < ∞ with strict inequality throughout if t 0 > 0; and let f * be the least concave majorant of the restriction of f to
Proof. It is clear that f * (t) ≤f (t) for all t ∈ [x 0 , x 1 ] and suffices to establish the reverse inequality. It is also clear thatf (
Then f + ≥ f everywhere. It is shown below that f + is concave. It then follows that f + ≥f, and this implies f * (t) ≥f (t) for x 0 ≤ t ≤ x 1 . 
Global concavity follows from this and a related calculation at x 1 .
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are made throughout this section, and the proof is divided into several steps. Let 0 ≤ t 0 < t 1 < ∞ and γ 0 be as in the statement of that theorem.
Step 1. For suitably chosen w 0 ≤ t 0 , with equality when t 0 = 0, and w 1 > t 1 , let U * n be the least concave majorant of the restriction of U
Step 2 . . , k n . Let A n be the event that L kn n is concave. In Step 2, it is shown that P (A n ) → 1 as n → ∞, for suitably chosen k n .
Let ||f || = sup{|f (t)| : t ∈ [w 0 , w 1 ]}.
Step 3. If A n occurs, then ||U *
Step 4. There are constants C, Γ 1 , and Γ 2 for which
and
for all 0 < λ ≤ log(n) for all sufficiently large n.
It is then shown that the results in Steps 1-4 imply (13) with suitable choice of k n .
In the first proposition, let w 0 ≤ t 0 and w 1 > t 1 be so chosen that sup w 0 ≤t≤w 1 U ′′ (t) ≤ −γ 0 and w 0 < t 0 if t 0 > 0. In the proof, use is made of the following elementary observa-
by the Strong Law of Large Numbers applied for fixed t and the monotonicity of U # n , as in Polya's Theorem; and then
by Marshall's Lemma. Proof. By Lemma 5.2, it suffices to show thatŨ n (t) = U # n (t) for some t ∈ [w 0 , t 0 ] and also for some t ∈ [t 1 , w 1 ], both with probability approaching one. The two cases are 
and (y − t) + = max[y − t, 0]. For later reference observe that
where c 0 is an upper bound for Z.
There is a constant Γ 3 for which: If |s − t| < 1, then
and for all a ≤ t ≤ b,
Proof. The square of the left side of (24) is at most
Letting c 1 ne an upper bound for g, the first integral is at most 4c Thus (24) follows. The square of the left side of (25) is at most
for a ≤ t ≤ b. Letting y = a + (b − a)z and t = a + (b − a)s, the last integral is at most
The integrand in the last expression is continuous and of order 1/z 3 as z → ∞ uniformly in 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. The lemma follows.
There is a constant γ 1 > 0, for which
Proof. Since L kn n is piecewise linear and a kn j are equally spaced, the event that L kn n is
For a fixed j, let h n,j = h a kn j+1
Here Qh n,j = U(a n by the previous lemma. So, the last displayed expression is at most
by Bernstein's Inequality, [10] , p.102. The lemma follows with
by summing over j.
The previous two lemmas accomplish the Step 2. The next step is similar to Lemma 5 in [8] . Recall Marshall's lemma: If h is a concave function, then U *
Proof. If A n occurs, then L kn n is a concave function and, therefore, U * n −U n ≤ ||U * n −L kn n || + ||L kn n − U n || ≤ 2||L kn n − U n || ≤ 2||L kn n − U n + U − L kn || + 2||L kn − U||.
For the final step, let
for f ∈ L 1 (Q), and ||G n || F = sup f ∈F |G n f | for F ⊆ L 1 (Q). Proof. That (20) holds follows from a simple Taylor series expansion, as in [8] .
The inequality (21) requires more effort. First observe that 
